Sensor network technology can revolutionize the study of animal ecology by providing a means of non-intrusive, simultaneous monitoring of interaction among multiple animals. In this paper, we investigate design, analysis, and testing of acoustic arrays for localizing acorn woodpeckers using their vocalizations.
INTRODUCTION
Recent emergence of distributed sensor network technology could dramatically boost our capability to monitor the state of the complex physical world.
4, 5
The study of ecology is one of many fields that benefit greatly from sensor network technology.
6, 7
Acoustic sensor networks can provide a non-intrusive means to observe animal behavior and diversity 8, 9 by passively listening to animal vocalizations. In addition, interaction of multiple individuals can be simultaneously monitored by acoustic sensor networks. In this paper, we present our preliminary studies about the design and implementation of acoustic array networks that can estimate locations of acorn woodpeckers using their vocalization.
1, 2
Ecologists have long been pursuing the goal of passive acoustic localization of animals due to its obvious advantage of non-intrusiveness. Most existing work on passive acoustic localization of animals is about localization of cetaceans. 10 Fewer efforts have been devoted to passive acoustic localization of animals in terrestrial habitats. One of the highlights of such early efforts is empirical studies about the accuracy of passive acoustic localization of birds in open meadow and woodland habitats. 11 In that study, the passive acoustic localization system consists of several microphones. Time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) between each pair of microphones is estimated using cross-correlation between their sound waveforms. The bird location is estimated using crossbearing of hyperbolas that correspond to TDOAs between microphone pairs. Because cross-correlation fails in TDOA estimation when there are simultaneous sounds from multiple sources, this acoustic localization system works only when there is a single vocalization present at the moment of observation. In addition, this acoustic localization system works under close human supervision. During data analysis, the user identifies section of animal vocalizations that were not masked and that were relatively free from background noise by visual inspection of spectrograms. Cross-correlation function displays are also visually inspected by the user to identify and discard possibly spurious cross-correlation maxima.
An iPAQ-based wireless acoustic network has also been developed for frog call detection and localization in real-time. 8 Each iPAQ is a hand-held computer with a built-in microphone. 802.11 cards are used to establish a wireless network among iPAQs. Audio data acquisition across multiple iPAQs is synchronized within a few microseconds. The frog vocalizations of interest in the acquired audio streams are automatically detected by matched filter based on spectrograms. TDOA between each pair of microphones is estimated online using cross-correlation of sound waveforms. There are multiple non-linear equations that relate TDOAs, microphone locations, sound speed, and the frog location. These non-linear equations are linearized by introducing extra unknown variables.
12
The frog location is estimated online using least square method. Due to the limit of cross-correlation-based TDOA estimation, this system also works only when there is a single vocalization present at the moment of observation.
An acoustic beamformer has been proposed to monitor birds in order to prevent collision between aircrafts and birds.
13
The beamformer consists of a large number of microphones arranged into multiple concentric rings on a dish. DOAs of birds are estimated using multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm.
14 Due to advantages of MUSIC algorithm, this system can work with multiple simultaneous sound sources. Only DOAs of birds are desired. Localization of birds is not a goal of this system. In order to achieve high resolution of DOA estimation, this beamformer requires a large number of microphones. Each microphone is digitized at a sampling rate of 22 KHz. Therefore, each beamformer requires a large amount of memory and a high-speed CPU for real-time processing. The above hardware requirement will result in high power consumption. Thus this system is not suitable for bird behavior monitoring in the wild that is far away from any power supply infrastructure.
In our design of acoustic sensor networks for woodpecker localization, we choose the approximate maximum likelihood (AML) method for wideband acoustic beamforming 3 to estimate DOA of woodpeckers using four synchronized audio channels of each acoustic array. As discussed in a previous publication, 3 the AML algorithm is an optimal DOA estimator (optimal as the FFT size becomes large). Similar to MUSIC, AML can also estimate DOAs of multiple simultaneous acoustic sources. Since AML needs only a small number of audio channels from each acoustic array in order to estimate DOAs of woodpeckers, the requirements on memory space, CPU speed, and power consumption for data processing are much easier to meet. Thus, AML-based acoustic sensor networks are more suitable for animal monitoring in the wild. Our acoustic localization system not only estimates DOAs of woodpeckers using individual acoustic arrays, but also estimates woodpecker locations by applying least square (LS) method to DOA bearing crossings of multiple acoustic arrays. To test our acoustic array design, we have conducted several localization experiments in different environments. A computer speaker is used as a mock bird to play back the waka calls of the acorn woodpecker. Each acoustic array has four M53 microphones 15 placed in a square. The waka calls are recorded synchronously by the PreSonus FIREPOD recording studio 16 that connects microphones to a laptop computer. The recorded waka calls are processed offline for woodpecker DOA estimation and localization. In our preliminary investigation, we have only tested two-dimensional beamforming and localization. Other generalization are also possible.
A major contribution of this paper is the identification of the critical relation between microphone spacing of acoustic arrays and robustness of beamforming of woodpecker vocalizations. Woodpecker localization experiments in different type of environments are conducted and compared. Practical issues about calibration of acoustic array orientation are also discussed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the AML algorithm. Section 3 examines the critical relation between microphone spacing of acoustic arrays and robustness of beamforming of woodpecker vocalizations. Section 4 compares results of localization experiments conducted in environments with different characteristics of ambient noise and multipath effects. Section 5 examines calibration of acoustic array orientation to improve DOA and location estimation. Section 6 outlines our future plans for three-dimensional localization of farawary acoustic source and real-time on-line processing in wireless acoustic array sensor networks. Section 7 concludes this paper.
AML ALGORITHM FOR WIDEBAND DOA ESTIMATION
In this section, we derive the AML algorithm for wideband source DOA estimation. We assume the source is in the far-field of the array, wavefront arriving at the array is assumed to be planar and only the angle of arrival can be estimated. For simplicity, we assume both the source and sensor array lie in the same plane (a 2-D scenario) as shown in Fig. 1 . are the absolute time-delays from the mth source to the centroid and the pth sensor, respectively, and v is the speed of propagation. In a polar coordinate system, the above relative time delay can also be expressed as t
where r p and φ p are the range and angle of the p sensor with respect to the array centroid. The data received by the pth sensor at time n is then cp is allowed to be any real-valued number, and w p is the zero mean white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 .
For the ease of derivation and analysis, the received wideband signal can be transformed into the frequency domain via the DFT, where a narrowband model can be given for each frequency bin. However, the circular shift property of the DFT has an edge effect problem for the actual linear time shift. These finite effects become negligible for a sufficient long data. Here, we assume the data length N is large enough to ignore the artifact caused by the finite data length. For N -point DFT transformation, the array data model in the frequency domain is given by
for k = 0, ..., N − 1, where the array data spectrum is
T , the steering matrix
cp /N , and the source spectrum is given by S(
The noise spectrum vector η(k) is zero mean complex white Gaussian distributed with variance N σ 2 . Note, due to the transformation to the frequency domain, η(ω k ) asymptotically approaches a Gaussian distribution by the central limit theorem even if the actual time-domain noise has an arbitrary i.i.d. distribution (with bounded variance). This asymptotic property in the frequency-domain provides a more reliable noise model than the time-domain model in some practical cases. Throughout this paper, we denote superscript T as the transpose, and H as the complex conjugate transpose.
The AML estimator performs the data processing in the frequency domain. The maximum-likelihood estimation of the source DOA and source signals is given by the following optimization criterion
which is equivalent to a nonlinear least square problem. Using the technique of separating variables, 17 the AML DOA estimate can be obtained by solving the following likelihood function
where
H is the pseudo-inverse of the steering matrix
H is the one snapshot covariance matrix. Once the AML estimate of Θ is found, the estimated source spectrum can be given bŷ
The AML algorithm performs signal separation by utilizing the physical separation of the sources, and for each source signal, the SINR is maximized in the ML sense. Note that no closed-form solution can be obtained in eq. (4). In the multiple source case, the computational complexity of the AML algorithm requires multidimensional search, which is much higher than the MUSIC type algorithm that requires only 1-D search. Various numerical solutions were proposed to obtain the AML estimate. These include the Alternating Projection (AP), Gauss-Newton (GN) and Conjugate-Gradient (CG). For detail derivation of these methods see. 
ARRAY ELEMENT SPACING
In this section, we examine the critical relation between microphone spacing of acoustic arrays and robustness of beamforming of woodpecker vocalizations. We will also propose a guideline to choose proper array element spacing in order to achieve beamforming robustness.
Non-Robustness of Beamforming with Large Sensor Spacing
In beamforming of narrowband signals with wavelength λ using a linear array with sensors regularly spaced at distance a, grating lobes will appear in the beam pattern and cause ambiguity in DOA estimation when a < λ/2. This is spatial aliasing of narrowband beamforming. Wideband signals have non-zero power spectral density across a range of frequencies. In wideband beamforming, the grating lobes for different frequencies are in different locations and thus average out no matter whether the array is linear and how large is sensor spacing.
In this paper, we are interested in beamforming of waka calls of acorn woodpeckers using a square array of four microphones. As shown in figure 2, waka calls are wideband signals. However, waka calls do not have comparable power spectral density across a wide range of frequency. Instead, the power spectral density of waka calls is more like a combination of a small number of narrowband signals centered around 3.4 KHz, 2.5 KHz, 1.7 KHz, and 2.1 KHz, in descent order of power.
Theoretically, with an ideal wideband signal, the grating lobe effect due to a single tone will not be observed. However, the non-uniformity of the power spectral contents of waka calls makes some grating lobe effects due to various frequency contents more difficult to average out in beamforming using large microphone spacing. This is confirmed by a simulation of waka call beamforming using AML as shown in figure 3(a) . The square acoustic array is set to 61 cm by 61 cm in the simulation. In the simulated beam pattern, although there is no grating lobe to cause DOA estimation ambiguity, several side lobes are almost 70% tall as the main lobe. In the simulation, we have assumed no noise, interference, or multipath effects in acquired audio data. In real habitats of acorn woodpeckers, there are always additional ambient noise and multipath effects that can cause acoustic signals to degrade. Signal degradation can distort lobe heights and lobe positions in beam pattern. Such beam pattern with tall side lobes could easily cause gross DOA estimation error when side lobes grow taller than the main lobe. This is exactly what we have observed in a field experiment of AML beamforming conducted in the UCLA Botanical Garden. The experimental site is densely populated with trees and bushes. As in the simulation, the acoustic array is also 61 cm by 61 cm. A speaker to play back waka calls is at 72 degree to the acoustic array. If there were no noise or multipath effects, we should have obtained a beam pattern in the field experiment similar to that of the simulated beamforing. However, in the experiment beam pattern as shown in figure 3(b) , the lobe pointing to the true DOA 72 degree shrinks dramatically while the new main lobe points to 342 degree. In this experiment, the estimated DOA 342 degree is completely false. The simulation and the experiment have shown that beamforming of waka calls using large microphone spacing is not robust due to waka calls' special spectral property. Factors such as ambient noise and multipath effects in the real environment can easily distort beam pattern and result in gross DOA estimation errors when microphone spacing is large. 
Sensor Spacing for Robust Beamforming
As we have seen, the non-robustness of waka call beamforming using large sensor spacing is caused by large side lobes in beam pattern. One way to solve this non-robustness problem is to remove side lobes in beam pattern by using smaller sensor spacing. We can follow the half-wavelength sensor spacing guideline of narrowband beamforming for choice of sensor spacing in order to remove side lobe in beam pattern of waka calls. As shown in figure 2 To verify the robustness of small microphone spacing, we have conducted simulations and experiments using several different microphone spacing in the acoustic array. Beam patterns for different microphone spacing are shown in figure 4 . The acoustic source is at 61 degree to the acoustic array. As shown in figure 4 (a-b) , simulations have indicated that several side lobes are still as tall as 60% of the main lobe when the microphone spacing is 20 cm and 10 cm. The number of side lobes is reduced as the microphone spacing decreases. As shown in figure 4 (c), simulations have indicated that side lobes almost completely disappear when microphone spacing is reduced to 4 cm. To verify that the beam pattern of a single main lobe with 4 cm microphone spacing is robust, we have conducted localization experiments using 4 cm by 4 cm square acoustic arrays on the same experimental site in the UCLA Botanical Garden that were used for the localization experiment using 61 cm by 61 cm square acoustic arrays described in figure 3(b) . A speaker to play back waka calls is at 61 degree to the acoustic array. As shown in figure 4(d) , a beam pattern of acoustic signals acquired in the experiment has only a single main lobe, which is consistent with the simulated beam pattern in figure 4(c) . The beam pattern in the experiment for the 4 cm by 4 cm arrays is fatter than the beam pattern in simulations for the same microphone spacing because the acoustic signals in experiments could have been distorted by noise, interference, and multi-path effects. Since there is no side lobe in the beam pattern in the experiment, the DOA estimate will not be completely incorrect even though the main lobe could be severely distorted by noise, interference, and multipath effects. Compared to the beam pattern of 61 cm by 61 cm square arrays shown in figure 3 , these beam patterns of 4 cm by 4 cm square arrays are much more robust.
In our design of acoustic arrays for woodpecker localization, we use four microphones in each array because more microphones in an array demand larger memory, faster CPU, and more power consumption that can not be easily met in the wild. Since an acoustic array is a square with one microphone placed at each corner, a smaller microphone spacing results in a smaller array aperture. A smaller array aperture also results in a larger 3-dB-width of the main lobe in beam pattern. A fatter main lobe in beam pattern directly translate into a coarser DOA estimation resolution. Therefore, in our acoustic array design, a smaller microphone spacing causes a coarser DOA estimation resolution. So sensor spacing plays a critical role in the tradeoff between DOA estimation robustness and resolution. We believe the robustness of DOA estimation is of first order importance. Without robustness, DOA estimation can be totally false and have a gross error ranging from 0 to 360 degrees. On the other hand, we can achieve a finer resolution of DOA estimation and localization through fusion of multiple coarse but robust DOA estimates as shown in section 4.
LOCALIZATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present results of localization experiments in several environments with very different characteristics of noise, interference, and multipath effects. In these experiments, each acoustic array is a 4 cm by 4 cm square with one microphone on each corner. Both the speaker for playback and acoustic arrays for data acquisition are raised about 70 cm above the ground. Each acoustic array estimates the DOA of acoustic source relative to the local coordinate system of the acoustic array. The orientation of the acoustic array is measured relative to the global coordinate system using compass. We first translate DOA estimates of each array's local coordinate system into the global coordinate system using acoustic array orientation measurements. We then estimate the acoustic source location in the global coordinate system by applying LS method to the cross-bearing of DOA estimates in the global coordinate system.
To test the effectiveness of acoustic localization in relatively open environments such as grassland habitats we have conducted experiments in a small parking lot on the campus of the Buckley School in Sherman Oaks, California. The speaker, the acoustic arrays, the parking lot, and the surrounding area are shown in figure 5(a) . Four acoustic arrays are deployed at corners of an 8 m by 8 m square. The speaker is placed at the center of the square. As shown in figure 5(b) , DOA estimates by acoustic arrays in the global coordinate system are indicated by arrows. The estimated location of the acoustic source is about 28 cm off the true location of the acoustic source.
During the experiment in the parking lot of the Buckley School, it was relatively quiet. To test effectiveness of acoustic localization in relatively open environments but with strong ambient noise, we have conducted experiments in the Science Courtyard at UCLA. The Science Courtyard is surrounded by Boelter Hall, Math Building, and Young Hall from three directions. There is strong persistent noise from ventilation systems of Boelter Hall and Young Hall. In addition, it was also very windy during the experiments in the Science Courtyard. The speaker, the acoustic arrays, the courtyard, and the surrounding area are shown in figure 6(a) . Four acoustic arrays are deployed at corners of an 4 m by 4 m square. The speaker is placed at the center of the square. As shown in figure 6(b) , DOA estimates by acoustic arrays in the global coordinate system are indicated by arrows. Although there is strong ambient noise, beamforming using 4cm by 4cm square arrays is very robust, and the estimated location of the acoustic source is about 13 cm off the true location of the acoustic source. To test effectiveness of acoustic localization in less open environments such as woodland habitats, we have conducted experiments in the woods on the hill in the Buckley School in Sherman Oaks, California. The speaker, the acoustic arrays, the hill, and the woods are shown in figure 7(a) . The experimental site is on a hill slope of about 30 degree elevation and is completely covered by dense tree crowns about a few meters tall. The multipath effects in the woods are much sever than those in the parking lot. Four acoustic arrays are deployed at corners of an 8 m by 8 m square. The speaker is placed at the center of the square. As shown in figure 7(b) , DOA estimates of acoustic arrays in the global coordinate system are indicated by arrows. The localization error of experiments in woods is about 119 cm, which is much higher than localization error 28 cm of experiments in the parking lot. The large localization error is largely due to the large DOA error of acoustic array 4 at the upper right corner. In the global coordinate system, DOA estimate of array 4 is about 18 degrees off the true DOA while all other array have DOA error less than 8 degrees. We think that the large DOA error of array 4 might largely be due to the wrong orientation measurement of array 4 that is used to convert DOA estimate from the local coordinate system to the global coordinate system. A large measurement error of array orientation is possible in experiments on the hill of the Buckley School because the terrain is rough and we rely on visual inspection to control the alignment between the compass and small acoustic arrays. In section 5, we will discuss calibration 'p of acoustic array orientation. We will see significant localization accuracy improvements due to acoustic array orientation calibration.
(a) Hill Figure 8 shows the beam patterns of the 4cm by 4 cm acoustic arrays in the experiment on the hill of the Buckley School. We can clearly see that there is a single main lobe in each beam pattern pointing to the right DOA direction although strong multi-path effects and other noise and interference have distorted the beam pattern to some extents. These beam patterns of the acoustic localization experiments in woods again verify that 4 cm microphone spacing for beamforming is very robust.
CALIBRATION OF ARRAY ORIENTATION
As we have pointed out in section 4, the DOA estimates relative to each acoustic array's local coordinate system needs to be translated into a global coordinate system using acoustic array orientation measurements before DOA estimates are combined to estimate the acoustic source location. Thus the accuracy of the acoustic array orientation measurements is as important as DOA estimation accuracy to acoustic source localization accuracy. As we have seen in the localization experiment shown in figure 7 , there could be large errors in array orientation measurements because acoustic arrays are small and the experimental site has a rough terrain. Large acoustic array orientation errors will finally result in a large acoustic source localization error. In this section, we describe to calibrate acoustic array orientation in order to improve localization accuracy.
To investigate the effectiveness of array orientation calibration, we have conducted several acoustic localization experiments in the UCLA Botanical Garden that is densely populated with trees and bushes. Each acoustic array has four microphones placed in a 4 cm by 4 cm square. After we deployed two acoustic arrays on a small trail about 70 cm above the ground, we also placed a speaker as a landmark in the same line as these arrays. Since we know that the speaker is at 180 degree to both arrays in the global coordinate system, the speaker DOA estimated by each acoustic array relative to the local coordinate system of the array indicates the acoustic array orientation in the global coordinate system. Although we have made our best efforts to use a compass to give each acoustic array a zero degree orientation relative to the global coordinate system, estimated DOAs of the landmark speaker indicate that the left array and the right array have 1 degree and 10 degree orientation respectively. This calibration method achieves more accurate array orientation measurements than the compass.
Calibration of acoustic array orientation can greatly improve accuracy of acoustic source localization. Using the same deployment of acoustic arrays, we have conducted two localization experiments. In one experiment, we placed the speaker about 2 m away from the trail. The location of the speaker by the side of the trail is estimated first without using calibrated array orientation and then using calibrated array orientation as shown in figure 9 (a). The localization error without calibration is 52 cm while the localization error with calibration is only 21 cm. In the other experiment, we placed the speaker on a tree about 5 m away from the trail. The location of the speaker on a tree is estimated first without using calibrated array orientation and then using calibrated array orientation as shown in figure 9 (b). The localization error without calibration is 91 cm while the localization error with calibration is only 18 cm. Therefore, calibration of acoustic array orientation is very effective and of great importance in practice in order to improve localization accuracy.
FUTURE WORK
In the future, we would like to extend our current work in three directions. First, we would like to extend AML to three-dimensional beamforming that simultaneously estimates both azimuth and zenith of acoustic source. We would like to investigate the design of effective acoustic array configuration for robust three-dimensional beamforming. Second, we would like to investigate localization of acoustic sources that are further away from acoustic arrays than the acoustic waves travel distance from the speaker to acoustic arrays in our previous experiments. Third, we plan to build a real-time woodpecker localization system using Intel Stargate 19 platform. Each acoustic array connects to a Stargate node through a VXpocket440 20 sound card. Multiple Stargate nodes form a wireless network through 802.11 flash cards. Stargate nodes will tightly synchronize acoustic data acquisition across multiple channels of the same acoustic array. Software modules on each Stargate node will detect woodpecker vocalizations and estimate woodpecker DOA using AML beamforming. Multiple Stargate nodes collaboratively estimate woodpecker location by combining their DOA estimates.
CONCLUSION
Acorn woodpecker waka calls can be modeled as a combination of a small number of narrowband signals that have well separated frequencies. For acoustic sources such as woodpecker vocalizations, we have revealed the critical relation between microphone spacing of acoustic arrays and robustness of beamforming. We have proposed a guideline to choose proper microphone spacing in order to achieve beamforming robustness. To verify our choice of microphone spacing for robust beamforming, we have conducted acoustic localization experiments in environments with different characteristics of noise, interference, and multipath effects. We have recognized that accurate DOA estimation alone can not guarantee accurate localization in practice. Acoustic array orientation error propagates directly into localization error when multiple acoustic arrays' DOA estimates are combined to determine acoustic source location. We have proposed an approach to calibrate acoustic array orientation. Localization experiments have verified that such calibration greatly improves localization accuracy.
